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Interactive translation assistant broken in master (next Tiki 25)

Status
● Open

Subject
Interactive translation assistant broken in master (next Tiki 25)

Version
25.x (future, currently trunk)

Category
• Regression

Feature
UI / UX (User interface and experience)

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
luciash d' being []

Lastmod by
luciash d' being []

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 📋

Description
It stopped doing anything in master (aka main or trunk) recently for me. When you switch the toggle on, it just highlights the translatable strings on hover but clicking them does not open any dialog to translate these.

To reproduce apply this profile (or set the prefs manually):

```
YAML
preferences:
  feature_multilingual: 'y'
  feature_translation: 'y'
  lang_use_db: 'y'
  language: 'en-uk'
```

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item8197-Interactive-translation-assistant-broken-in-master-next-Tiki-25